Mark Kamionkowski

Considered by many to be one of the greatest astrologers of modern times, Kamionkowski founded the Department of Magics and Astrology after leaving the California Institute of Thaumaturgy. He is particularly famous for his defeat of the dark wizard Sunyaev, his discovery of the horoscopic implications of the Zodiacal Background, and his work on astroalchemy with his friend Chuck Bennet. Professor Kamionkowski enjoys chamber music and duckpin bowling.
Colin Norman

Plucked from relative obscurity in Australia after a magical mishap as a child resulted in the creation of the kangaroo species, Norman studied under the tutelage of Merlin himself while at Oxford. He would eventually master the astrological secrets only illuminated every 10,000 years on the night of a Blue moon when Orion lies above Stonehenge and Jupiter is in the northern quadrant. A grand sorcerer in all areas of the astroalchemaic arts he is credited with the discovery of a rare class of incantations so powerful that we dare not speak its name. Legend has it that Professor Norman spoke one word and raised this department from the rock of Bloomberg.
Oleg Tchernyshyov

A prominent alchemist whose mystic and enigmatic achievements are second only to the spelling of his name (which he discovered), Tchernyshyov is famed for vanquishing the dark sorcerer John G while simultaneously divining the alchemical composition of cake. One of the few intellects capable of deciphering the esoteric Russian ‘arcane runes’ of The Great Lev Landau, he has worked tirelessly to disseminate his teachings to students. A model of devotion, Tchernyshyov’s research has been a frenetic quest to unlock the secret of immortality and revive his former master. So far his progress has been limited to hairstyles.
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Ronald Allen

Professor Ronald J. Allen currently holds a joint appointment between the Institute for Focusing of Astrological Energy Fields and the Department for Care of Magical Creatures. He is best known for his pioneering work on how the karmic energy of a single source can interfere with itself when perceived through two aspects of the same individual. His current research interests include understanding the composition of poorly understood magical creatures such as galaxies and sheep. One of the more itinerant members of the faculty, Professor Allen has also spent significant time at L’Institut Rom des Études Astrologiques, in Paris, France, and at the Borkerbork Astrological Observatory, near Gröningen, The Netherlands.
Nadia Zakamska

Zakamska the Terrifying hails from the mountains of northeastern Siberia. She is the current professor of Battle Magics. Her theoretical battle tactics are difficult to understand in nature, but many students that pass her class say they learned a lot from working through the difficult problems the night before they had to turn in the assignment. No only does she teach Battle Magics, but she also fights against the evil beings who want to destroy the kingdom. Rumor has it she has only ever lost one battle, many full moons ago. Unfortunately there aren't many warlocks, centaurs, dwarfs, elves, vampires, or giants alive from said battle who can corroborate that rumor; and those who are alive are too afraid to speak. Of course this rumor lead to more rumors on the true fate of those magical beings engaged in the aforementioned conflict, thus spawning the title “Zakamska the Terrifying”. Prof. Zakamska sometimes flies into battle on a Russian Ridgeback, a dragon native to Russia and considered to be one of the most dangerous breeds known to wizard and woman alike. Nevertheless, her preferred mode of transportation in the middle of a war is an armored polar bear.
Brice Ménard

Professor Ménard is the new university numerologist, a relatively new field making use of recent advances in the magical abacus. M. Menard breaks up the world into vast matrices, each element holding its magical "chiffre" that can describe the past, present, and future. His current research involves finding Cosmic meaning in vast amounts of data, and in freeing the ancient and powerful Merovingian from the Matrix in which he has been trapped. To every young initiate he reveals the same mystic number: "Quatre". Four.
Gabor Domokos

Gabor Domokos, the D.A. Quigley professor of the History of Magic, originally distinguished himself in the field of non-alchemical microtransmogrification, inventing a new method for converting small amounts of substances into small amounts of other substances via strategically smashing them against each other. More recently he has done a great deal of fundamental work on advanced chronomancy, and can frequently be found not-in his office but instead transportating back and forth to the great discoveries and conferences of history. He always makes certain to commit to memory any notable witticisms he encounters, and relates them to his students with unparalleled accuracy and enthusiasm.
Adam Riess

Professor Adam Reiss is the distinguished professor of Ptolemaic Astrology. Reiss remains an authority on all things signs. He is the co-author of many well-regarded newspaper clippings, including “Observational evidence for Crystal Spheres and an Astrological constant (Reiss et al. 2008)” and “Constructing an astrologically accurate ladder linking cosmic futures (Riess et al. 2009)”. Reiss was brought onto the faculty following his impressive stance on the topic of Jupiter crossing the ecliptic and it’s relationship consequences. Reiss and the High-Zodiac team were awarded the Nobel Prize in Astrology in 2011 for the seminal work on constraining the dynamics of Baltimore resident Suzi G's flailing job prospects and hopeless future.